
Sophisticated, simple, 
lightweight.

Impress with the luxurious look 
of fabric — and set up your  
display booth 15 times faster  
than conventional tension  
fabric frameworks.

Fabric supports stunning graphics 
across huge expanses and is our 
most lightweight option. 

Ideal for any floor size



Add ceilings, towers and other architectural features.

Store goods or host meetings in your private room.

Cover large expanses with one unbroken graphic. 

Customize your display with monitors, floating shelves and walls, and more.

Wrap your entire 10 × 10 space in a graphic. Dress up your retail corner with graphics on every angle.



ISOframe Fabric. Create a standout display 
with gorgeous, seamless graphics.

You can’t deny: There’s just something special about 
fabric exhibits. Like art on a canvas, fabric displays are 
sophisticated and alluring. 

But looking good isn’t enough. Your exhibit needs to 
work well, too. 

With ISOframe Fabric, we combine state-of-the-art 
printing, an elegantly engineered framework and 
silicone-edged fabric to create some of the most 

stunning — and functional — trade show displays 
you’ve ever seen. 

Create huge, seamless graphics. Attach media 
screens and literature holders to suit your design. 
Build any size wall you need.

No matter how you use your display, you’ll build  
your brand with ISOframe Fabric’s undeniable ease 
and beauty. 



Key Features Tools-Free Assembly in Six Quick Steps

1) Connect the base support
to the frame. 

2) Attach two
L-plate connectors.

3) Secure the second post with
the FASTclamp. 

4) Extend posts by clamping
them together. 

5) Attach frames at the corner
to create 90-degree shapes.

6) Slide the fabric’s silicone edge
into the frame’s channel.

Silicone-Edged Fabric
Glides into the framework  
for amazingly simple setup

Seamless Displays
Streamlines your exhibit  
with one flawless image

Gorgeous Graphics
Features the unique beauty  
of well-printed fabric

Size Flexibility
Works for everything from  
small displays to 100-foot walls

Extreme Portability
Packs down into our  
smallest, lightest cases

No Leveling
Sets up perfectly,  
even on uneven floors

Free 3-D Rendering
Includes 3-D display design

Tools-Free Assembly
Simplifies setup with  
no tools or pros needed




